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Out for the Count is back as our biannual BioBlitz fundraiser! Help us collect valuable
species data while raising funds for nature and connecting with your local natural
area! Everyone is welcome to participate, from complete beginners to seasoned
experts.

Check out our website for information on getting started. This guide was created to
serve as a walk through for once you’ve been registered on a team. Register on our
website if you haven’t gotten the chance to! If you would like to support the BioBlitz
in other ways, check out our Support the Count webpage for more information.
Don’t forget to also take a look at our Awards and Prizes page to find out reasons to
push your team to the next level during the BioBlitz!

ITINERARY

The main event day takes place on September 18, 2021.

Here is a timeline leading up to and following the main event day!

Friday, July 30 Registration opens

Thursday, September 16 Event launch via Zoom

Saturday, September 18 The big BioBlitz day - get Out for the
Count!

Sunday, September 26 Final day for teams to compile and
submit data and get pledges in

Monday, September 27 Event wrap-up and Awards
Ceremony

https://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/getting_started
https://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/registration_out_for_the_count_2021
https://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/support_the_count
https://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/awards_and_prizes


RULES

Out for the Count is based on the honour system, with all participants trusted to act
responsibly. We created these guidelines to ensure your safety and the protection of
the natural areas.

How do you count?

You will only be counting the number of different species you find, and not the
number of each species. For example, if you come across 4 blue jays, the count you
would record is only “1” for the blue jays species. Species must be conclusively
identified by sight or sound by members of the team. Native and non-native species
are counted towards your total. All species counted must be alive, wild, and
unrestrained (e.g. native plant gardens are great, but you can’t count them since
they’re restricted in a garden!). No team may intentionally flush or drive into hiding
any species to prevent another team from finding it. Please note the location and
details for any species using iNaturalist or the Excel data sheet template we’ve
provided on our website in the Resources tab. Scouting in advance of the count is
permitted and sharing of information with other teams is encouraged!

Where can you count?

To help stewardship for TTLT nature reserves, we encourage that data be
collected at any of the nature reserves (for a comprehensive guide on the nature
reserves, check out the Resources tab on the website). You can also choose to collect
data at your favourite nature area close to home. Be sure to record the location for
each observation if you’re not using iNaturalist (iNaturalist records location
automatically). Each native species only counts once towards your species total
(even if you see it at two places) but keep track of everything you see at all sites you
visit.

Who can count?

All members of your team can contribute to the count, even if you are in different
locations. For example, two of you can choose to visit a TTLT nature reserve and two
can decide to count in a nature area close to home. You can pool your list, but each
species can only be counted once towards your total. Pets are not permitted on the
count!

http://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/resources
http://www.thamestalbotlandtrust.ca/resources


PERSONAL SAFETY

Always put health and safety first. Going into the wild comes with some hazards
such as uneven terrain, bugs, and adverse weather conditions. Consider what you
may need to keep safe and comfortable (e.g. hat, raincoat, bug repellent, sunscreen).
Cover up to prevent bug bites or consider using a bug repellent. Tuck your pants into
your socks - it’s a great look and it stops the bugs going up your pants! Carry water,
snacks, first aid kit, cell phone, maps/GPS, and know your location in case you need
to call for help. For your safety we encourage counting with at least one buddy in
case of an emergency. If you venture out on your own, make sure someone knows
where you are and when to expect you back. Check in regularly with your team. If
you’re traveling to rural nature reserves, choose your parking locations carefully to
ensure both your safety and the safety of road users who may not be expecting your
car along the road. Where possible, use designated parking areas at the site, or park
further from the site at a safer location.

COVID-19

During COVID-19 all teams are expected to follow public health rules. Make sure you
are using physical distancing, masks, and proper hand hygiene to protect yourself,
your team, and other participants you may encounter while Out for the Count. Other
things to consider are utilizing cleaning protocols for sharing of equipment such as
phones or binoculars.

Ticks

You may encounter ticks at TTLT nature reserves. The Ontario Government has
provided information on ticks and Lyme disease including precautions to take to
prevent tick bites and what to do if you find a tick. We encourage you to read this
information and take the necessary precautions to reduce the risk of Lyme disease.

The following information is summarized from the Ontario Government
information page.

Precautions you can take to reduce the risk of tick bites and Lyme
Disease when hiking include:

1. Stay on marked trails.



2. Wear long sleeves, pants, socks and closed shoes.

3. Tuck pants into socks and wear light-coloured clothing to make
ticks more visible.

4. Use insect repellent with DEET or Icaridin on clothes and exposed
skin.

5. Check the body thoroughly for ticks after being outdoors, as
promptly removing ticks can help prevent infection.

6. Put your clothes in the dryer on high heat for 10 minutes to kill any
ticks that might be in your clothing.

Note: Please consult a health care professional if you get a tick bite,
especially if you experience the following symptoms: skin rash,
headache, fever, muscle and joint pain, spasms, weakness, numbness
or tingling and generally feeling unwell.

Hazardous Plants

Natural areas may contain hazardous plants. Get to know these hazards so you can
avoid them when you’re out counting. Covering up is a good way to prevent
exposure to the oils and sap in hazardous plants. If exposed to hazardous plants,
handle clothing carefully and wash thoroughly.

Poison Ivy

“Leaves of three, let it be!”

Typically found as a low-growing
plant in woodlands or along
woodland edges. Can also climb
as a vine up trees.

Any contact with plant (oils)
results in a rash. Wash the area
with soap and water right away.
Make sure to properly clean any
clothing.



Giant Hogweed

Very tall, with white flowers,
purple blotches on the stem, and
very spiky, jagged leaves.

Typically grows near streams or
wet areas.

Any contact with the plant sap
results in burns if the skin is
exposed to sunlight. Wash the
contacted area with soap and
water right away. Avoid contact
with eyes.



RESPECT FOR NATURE

Natural spaces are sensitive and all teams should take precautions to minimize their
impact while participating in the event.

Some good rules to follow:

1. Stick to trails, especially if you don’t know the natural area well.

2. Make sure you are not trespassing. Visit only the listed TTLT nature reserves, public
parks, conservation areas or private properties that you have permission to visit.

3. Take only pictures, leave only footprints. You’ll need snacks, just make sure you
carry out any garbage. Better yet, use reusable containers that you want to keep!
Don’t pick any wildflowers - take a photo if you need to ID later.

4. Some species are at risk of poaching and gathering. Please don’t post pictures or
locations of any species-at-risk, orchids, turtles or snakes to public sites such as
Facebook, Instagram, Blogs, etc.

5. Follow good birding ethics. Nesting birds should not be disturbed, and the location
of nests should not be revealed. Refrain from using bird recordings to seek out
species by eliciting a response. Use of iPhones or other devices at low volume are still
permitted to confirm a species you have just heard. We also have no objection to the
use of electronic sonar detectors to identify bat species, since this does not involve
attraction or disturbance of the bats.

6. Put everything back. If you lift a log or a rock to look for wildlife, make sure you put
it back as it was.

7. If you wander off trail to follow a sound or a bird, send only one team member to
avoid the whole group trampling vegetation.


